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Grade V
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Class: Grade V:……

HOLIDAY
HOMEWORK
2019- 2020

Dear Parents & Children,
The much awaited summer holidays are round the corner. Here are some fruitful
activities planned to enhance the organizational skills, creative thinking and vocabulary
building in a fun filled way. So, relax enjoy your holidays with your family and friends.

Note: Dear parents,
Encourage the child to do the homework on his/her own.
Complete the holiday homework and submit it in a separate folder/bag
with name , class and section.

ENGLISH
1) Enjoy reading books by renowned authors during the summer vacation.
Recommended books:
a) Roald Dahl

: The BFG
The Witches

b) Enid Blyton

: Adventures of the Wishing-Chair
The Enchanted Wood

c) Louisa M. Alcott

: Little Women

d) E.B.White

: Charlotte’s Web

e) Ruskin Bond

: The Blue Umbrella

f) Anna Sewell

: Pollyanna

Make a ‘Report’ on any one of the books read and liked by you. Your report should
include the following i) Design a Book cover depicting an important scene from the book with the title and
the author.
ii) Description of four main characters
iii) Setting (time and place)
iv) Plot of the story in brief
v) The reason why you liked the book.
Present your ‘Report’ on an A3 size sheet in a creative manner.
2) Write a poem of your own on the summer season. You may use the words given
below or words of your choice:
(Sun, summer, sunburn, sea, hill station, picnic, holidays, mango, water melon, family,
games, garden, ice- cream, waterpark……)
SOCIAL STUDIES
1. State some of the steps that our Government has taken to conserve animals in India
(on an A4 size sheet).
2. Write the latitudes and longitudes of the following cities (on A4 size sheet):
a. Mumbai
f. Tokyo

b. Delhi
g. Washington

c. Kolkata
h. Moscow

d. Chennai e. London

SCIENCE
Prepare a Science Magazine
Design a creative cover page and give a suitable name for your magazine.
In the magazine, you can cover any two of the following given topics by giving reports
or fun facts, etc and supported with illustrations.
1. Universe (Galaxy/ Blackhole or/ Solar System)
2. A Medical Research - New Development about any form of treatment or disease)
3. Water seeping down from the land surface adds to the groundwater and
is called groundwater recharge.
Visit a groundwater recharge system in your locality and study its functioning.
Make a report of it in 200 words. You can click pictures and paste them in your
magazine to illustrate your report. Design and draw a groundwater recharge pit for
your house and write its advantages.
The magazine may be made using A4 size sheets.
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MATHEMATICS
• Choose any 5 circular objects from your home, measure their diameter and find the
radius of each object.
• Make 5 different geometrical shapes using paper cut outs, stick it on paper.
• Draw 10 angles with any measurements and classify them as acute, obtuse, right and
reflex angle.
• Measure the sides of your Mathematics text book and find its area and perimeter.
• Write a brief life history of your favourite mathematician.
• Make a pocket diary of multiple tables from 2-15 and learn them.
CRAFT:
Cut 24 different colours of Gun Art Paper cut it in any way applying your colour sense
and glue it to white sheet.

Exciting News for Parents!
Imagine you are given charge of designing a logo of carnival to be published on the
cover page of the School Magazine. Design the cover page with the suitable Theme.
Design the Best and Win the First Prize !

Happy Holidays !

